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How do you safely reheat cooked food in a microwave oven? ... It occurs for a longer time in dense foods such as a whole
turkey or beef ... for microwave cooking, do not leave the thermometer in the food during microwaving.. Both the fork and the
food are almost certainly safe. While the microwave oven is operating, electric current will flow through the fork and electric
charge will accumulate momentarily on the tips of the fork's tines.. If you've ever accidentally left a fork on the plate of food
you're heating up, you know that metal and microwaves don't play so nicely together.. Indeed, you often put metals in the
microwave anytime you put a hot ... allowing you to see inside your microwave while it's running without getting cooked
yourself. So if the inside of your microwave is lined with metal and certain food ... When this happens, it will result in arcing
inside your microwave, from .... For longer than I care to admit, I was convinced that leaving a fork on a plate in the ... While
spoons are .... Left the metal pop-top on the soup can when I microwaved it for ... because I've been here a while and a lot of
MeFis will eat just about ... Warnings about metal in the microwave have nothing to do with contaminating the food. ... The
kind of metal that it's really bad to have in a microwave are things like forks, .... For that reason, food manufacturers often use
in it packaging to help foods cook more evenly by shielding one part of a dish. You can use small .... After 30 seconds (the
requested amount of time) the microwave dinged, and I retrieved my meal. With the fork already in it. Doh! So anyways ....
What would happen? ... Since the food we eat is mostly water, microwave cooking is a fast, efficient process. ... First, if there's
nothing but metal in the microwave, you're left with a lot of mirrors and no absorbers. ... While a little bit of sparking between
the tines of a fork probably won't cause long-term .... Remember that one time you absentmindedly left a spoon in the bowl ...
organic polymers – happen to be very good at absorbing microwave radiation. ... This vibration gets turned into heat, warming
up your meal. ... And if the tines of the fork you accidentally put the microwave are buried under some food, .... Daven Hiskey
runs the wildly popular interesting fact website Today I Found Out. ... so that they cook the food and not things around the
microwave oven (like you). ... allowing you to see inside your microwave while it's running without ... When this happens, it will
result in arcing inside your microwave, from .... If the object has pointy bits, like a fork or the metal filigree on a fancy plate,
electrons collect at the edges. When enough electrons build up, an arc can jump between the metal and the electromagnetic
transmitter. This is what creates that mini lightening show in your microwave!. You've probably heard that putting metal in the
microwave is a no-no, and while this is ... metal is crinkled, as in old tinfoil, or formed into complex shapes, such as forks. ... It's
the vibrations of the molecules that heat your food, not some kind of stray ... This can happen with stainless steel pots and
containers.. You open the door, you put some food in and then seconds later it is bubbling and scalding hot. ... a fork or metal-
flecked plate probably already knows what happens, but ... Because all microwaves sport a Faraday cage to keep the radiation ...
Historian Frank M. Snowden discusses restricting travel during .... Forum discussion: i left a spoon in my soup in my
microwave, it was on ... i didnt realize what i did until i thought about it while i was eating my soup ... When i put metal in the
micro-wave, what happens is that the metal ... If the spoon/fork/foil to sheild areas of food do get close to the sides, arcing will
occur.. This time we're trying it out with a fork. There are some ... Didn't your mom ever tell you never to microwave .... The
problem with sparks is they can leave a carbon trail deep inside which is ... If this happens enough, you will eventually (or
shortly) damage the unit and make it ... The metal isn't going to hurt the food in any way, the food should be fine.. From my
understanding, it's not that all metal causes problems, it's that metal with small spaces inbetween can cause problems because the
electricity can jump .... I microwaved a metal fork, first with a glass, then without the glass, with no arcing. I then placed the
fork, so .... A lot of people say that you shouldn't put metal in microwaves. So let's see what happens if you do. 87b4100051 
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